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ABSTRACT:
Communication between normal and handicapped
person such as deaf people, dumb people, and blind
people has always been a challenging task. It has
been observed that they find it really difficult at
times to interact with normal people with their
gestures, as only a very few of those are recognized
by most people. Since people with hearing
impairment or deaf people cannot talk like normal
people so they have to depend on some sort of visual
communication in most of the time. Sign Language is
the primary means of communication in the deaf and
dumb community. As like any other language it has
also got grammar and vocabulary but uses visual
modality
for
exchanging
information.
The
importance of sign language is emphasized by the
growing public approval and funds for international
project. Interesting technologies are being
developed for speech recognition but no real
commercial product for sign recognition is actually
there in the current market. So, to take this field of
research to another higher level this project was
studied and carried out. The basic objective of this
research is to develop MATLAB based real time
system for hand gesture recognition which recognize
hand gestures, features of hands such as centroid,
peak calculation, angle calculation and convert
gesture images into voice and vice versa. To
implement this system we used simple night vision
web-cam with 20 megapixel intensity. The idea
consisted of designing and building up an intelligent
system using image processing, data mining and
artificial intelligence concepts to take visual inputs
of sign languages hand gestures and generate easily
recognizable form of outputs in the form of text and
voice with 82% accuracy.

KEYWORDS: hand gesture recognition, voice
conversion, gesture to speech, speech to gesture
conversion.
I.
INTRODUCTION:
One of the important problems that our society faces
is that people with disabilities are finding it hard to come
up with the fast growing technology. In the recent years,
there has been a rapid increase in the number of hearing
impaired and speech disabled victims due to birth
defects, oral diseases and accidents. When a deaf-dumb
person speaks to a normal person, the normal person
seldom understands and asks the deaf-dumb person to
show gestures for his/her needs. Dumb persons have
their own language to communicate with us; the only
thing is that we need to understand their language.
Generally dumb people use sign language for
communication but they find difficulty in communicating
with others who don’t understand sign language. For
better communication between deaf and normal people
we proposed a system which converts gesture images
into speech and vice versa.
The sign language translation system translates the
normal sign language to speech and hence makes the
communication between normal person and dumb
people easier. Many research works related to Sign
languages have been done as for example the American
Sign Language, the British Sign Language, the Japanese
Sign Language, and so on. Finding an experienced and
qualified interpreters every time is a very difficult task
and also unaffordable. Automated speech recognition
system which aims to convert the speech signals into
text form. Hence the two way communication is possible
between deaf-mute person and normal person. Gesture
recognition is a topic in computer science and language
technology with the goal of interpreting human gestures
via mathematical algorithms. Gestures can originate
from any bodily motion or state but commonly originate
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from the face or hand. Current focuses in the field
pattern matching and feature extraction techniques is
include emotion recognition from the face and hand
large and the decision on which ones to use is debatable.
gesture recognition. The approaches present can be
After studying the history of speech recognition we
mainly divided into “Data-Glove based” and “Vision
found that the very popular feature extraction technique
Based” approaches. The Data-Glove based methods use
Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) is used in
sensor devices for digitizing hand and finger motions
many speech recognition applications and one of the
into multi-parametric data. The extra sensors make it
most popular pattern matching techniques in speaker
easy to collect hand configuration and movement.
dependent speech recognition is Dynamic time warping
However, the devices are quite expensive and bring
(DTW). The signal processing techniques, MFCC and
much cumbersome experience to the users. In contrast,
DTW are explained and discussed in detail and these
techniques have been implemented in MATLAB.
the Vision Based methods require only a camera, thus
realizing a natural interaction between humans and
computers without the use of any extra devices.
II.
RELATED WORK:
Hand gesture recognition is of great importance for
human-computer interaction (HCI), because of its
extensive applications in virtual reality and sign
language recognition. Speech recognition is a broad
subject,
the
commercial
and
personal
use
implementations are rare. Although some promising
solutions are available for speech synthesis and
recognition, most of them are tuned to English. There are
several problems that need to be solved before speech
recognition can become more useful. The amount of
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Some recent reviews explained number of
applications on gesture recognition and its growing
importance in our daily life especially for Human
computer Interaction HCI, games, Robot control and
surveillance, using different tools and algorithms. This
work demonstrates the advancement of the gesture
recognition systems, with the discussion of many stages
are essential to build a complete system with less
erroneous using different algorithms

Table 1: Comparison between existing systems
Name of research Feature
extraction
and Remark
paper
classification methods
Sign
Language gray scaling, edge detection After the number of peaks is
Recognition for Deaf & and peak calculation
detected simple if-else rule is
Dumb
applied for gesture recognition.

Deepika Tewari
and
Sanjay
Kumar
Srivastava[17]

A Visual Recognition of
Static Hand Gestures
in
Indian
Sign
Language based on
Kohonen
SelfOrganizing
Map
Algorithm

Self-Organizing Feature Map
and Artificial neural network

DCT-based feature vectors are
classified to check whether sign
mentioned in the input image is
present or not present.

Bhupinder
Singh[18]

Speech
recognition
with Hidden Markov
model

Hidden Markov Model

Develop a voice based
machine interface system

Kavita
Sharma[19]

Speech
Denoising
using Different Types
of filters

FIR,IIR,WAVE-LETS,FILTER

Use of filter shows that estimation
of clean speech and noise for
speech enhancement in speech
recognition.

Ibrahim
Patel[20]

Speech
Recognition
Using
HMM
with
MFCC-an
analysis
using
Frequency
Spectral
Decomposition

Resolution decomposition
with separating Frequency is
the mapping approach

It shows an improvement in the
quality
metrics
of
Speech
Recognition with respect to
computational
time,
learning
accuracy for a speech recognition
system.
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PROPOSED SYSTEM:

Figure drawn below shows the basic block diagram
for hand gestures to speech conversion System

Figure 2: Block Diagram of Speech to Gesture Conversion
Figure1: Block diagram of hand gestures to
Speech conversion System
Image Acquiser: There are a number of input devices
for image acquisition. Some of them are hand images,
data gloves, markers and drawings. In this system image
is acquired by using 20 mega pixel web cam using
MATLAB inbuilt command.
Image Preprocessor: Image preprocessing is very
important step for image enhancement and for getting
good results. The RGB images are captured using a 20
MP webcam. The input sequence of RGB images are
converted into gray Images. Background segmentation is
used to separate the hand object in the image from its
background. Noise elimination steps are applied to
remove connected components or insignificant smudges
in the image that have fewer than P pixels, where P is has
a variable value.
Feature Extractor: For feature Extraction different
features like binary area, centroid, peak calculation,
angle calculation, thumb detection, finger region
detection of the hand region is calculated.
Image Classifier: 12 bit binary sequence is generated
for each hand gesture which classifies the different hand
gestures.
SPEECH TO GESTURE CONVERSION SYSTEM:
Speech recognition or Automatic Speech Recognition
(ASR) is an essential and integral part of the human
computer interaction and for a natural and ubiquitous
computing speech plays an important part. It is the
process of converting a speech signal to a set of words,
by means of an algorithm implemented as a computer
program. Voice Recognition based on the speaker can be
classified into two types namely: Speaker-dependent and
Speaker-independent. Figure 2 shows the speech to
gesture conversion system.

IV.
RESULT:
RESULTS FOR GESTURES TO SPEECH CONVERSION
SYSTEM:
Table 2: Percentage Accuracy of different Gestures
Different
No.
No .of
error Percentage
Gestures
of
correct
of
test
test
accuracy
A
5
4
1
80%
B
5
5
0
100%
C
5
5
0
100%
D
5
4
1
80%
E
5
3
2
60%
F
5
5
0
100%
G
5
4
1
80%
H
5
2
3
40%
I
5
4
1
80%

Average Recognition rate for Gesture to
Speech Conversion System
120.00%
100.00%
80.00%
60.00%
40.00%
20.00%
0.00%
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Figure 3: Average recognition rate for Gesture to Speech
Conversion System
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RESULTS FOR GESTURES TO SPEECH CONVERSION
V.
CONCLUSION
SYSTEM:
The proposed system is very simple and easy to
Table 3: Percentage Accuracy of different sound samples
Different No. of
No. of
Error Percentage
Speech
test
correct
of
samples Conduct matching
accuracy
test
A
5
5
0
100%
B
5
4
1
80%
C
5
4
1
80%
D
5
5
0
100%
E
5
3
2
60%
F
5
4
1
80%
G
5
4
1
80%
H
5
4
1
80%
I
5
5
0
100%

Average Recognition rate for Speech to
Gesture Conversion System
120.00%
100.00%
80.00%
60.00%
40.00%
20.00%
0.00%
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I

Figure 4: Average Recognition rate for Speech to Gesture
Conversion System
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